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 Auditing has witnessed a considerable development in recent years, and auditors 
have been able to follow organizational effectiveness and growth. The goal of the 
present research is to study the application of hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) and 
artificial neural networks (ANNs) approach in auditing. The data was analyzed by 
the descriptive method established through metahistoric models. The results denote 
the applicability of the models in auditing. Therefore, detection and analysis of the 
effective factors in auditing is one of the most important strategies to control and 
predict the auditing results. However, it is not so easy to detect the effective factors 
in the real world because researchers believe that most systems in the real world, 
financial systems in particular, are non-linear. Thus, conventional linear methods 
cannot identify their non-linear correlation and relationship. GA and ANNs are 
currently among the most effective methods in the world to detect the relationship 
between the data and have brought about considerable developments in promoting 

the quality of financial decisions. Thus, two models were established by means of 
 GA and ANNs to determine and analyze the effective factors in auditing. 

 
 

© 2013 AENSI Publisher All rights reserved. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, analytical methods have served as increasingly important methods in auditing the financial 
statements. The first suggestion to the audits in this regard was made by the US Auditing Standards Boards 
(ASB) in 1978. Moreover, in response to increasing concerns about the effectiveness of auditing, analytical 
methods were applied as a substitute or supplement for testing the contents of account balance details. 

Nowadays, machines have replace human in most cases, and many physical tasks formerly done by human 
are now conducted by machines. Although the power of computers in data storage and recovery, and official 
automation, etc. may be undeniable, there are still some cases where human himself is required to do the tasks. 
However, machine-related cases include systems which human brain cannot mathematically understand their 
relationships due to the complex relations between their components.  

Therefore, ANNs have recently been applied to achieve this goal in auditing because they have had a good 
performance in model detection and control. An important research problem in computer science is to 
implement a model similar to that of the internal system of human brain to analyze different systems based on 
experience. Thus, neural networks are one of the most dynamic research areas in the modern world, attracting 
many people from various scientific fields. The application of neural networks for solving practical complex 
problems has recently been more common.  

The most significant feature of neural networks is their power to analyze the problems about which there is 
much information, but there is no definite standard for them. Financial and economic problems have exactly the 
same condition. 

Therefore, the present research intends to study the use of GA and neural networks in the area of auditing, 
especially five of its ten main principles (i.e., independence and specialized knowledge; bias in judgment; 
professional skepticism) 
 
Theoretical principles and research background: 

Auditing, in its general sense, means any investigation to confirm or declare about the authenticity of any 
financial document and deed by a person other than their provider (s). Such an investigation, in addition to 
analyzing the documents and deeds and adapting them to the initial documentations, naturally involves the 
manner of the transactions and, in general, any measure required to achieve the goal. There is a large 
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professional world behind this definition. In modern economic system, it is quite important to report correct 
economic and financial information to decision-making centers. One characteristic of such a developed 
economy is large public and private organizations that manage special economic activities in an area, 
nationwide, or worldwide with enormous, and sometimes too enormous capitals. It is not possible for the 
managers heading these large organizations to surprise all the details of working in their workshops, 
departments and branches. Therefore, they have to judge the goodness or badness of the affairs, and decide on 
plans based on the financial reports and other information received from inside or outside the system. In 
addition, minor and major shareholders that may provide the joint-stock companies with their years of reserves, 
have no other way, expect for the financial statements and annual reports by the board of directors and the 
exploitations presented to the share holders at the general assembly, to get information about managing their 
investment and certainly about honesty and efficiency of the managers and other officials at these companies. 
The government, which also consumes a major's share of national financial resources in various ways to conduct 
its duties and plans, has to study the financial and statistical data to become certain about the correctness of their 
creation and spending them. Moreover, government receives a main part of its domestic income through 
collecting income tax from companies, legal persons, businesses and institutions. Naturally, government also 
needs to obtain exact financial reports about these institutions and persons in this arena. 
 
Genetic algorithm: 

Genetic algorithm (GA) has essential difference with common research methods due to imitating the nature, 
some of which are mentioned below. GA works with bit series each of which showing all the variables set. 
However, most methods treat special variables independently. GA uses random selection as guidance for 
research; therefore, it does not require derivative data. In GA, research methods act based on selection 
mechanism and natural genetics. These algorithms select the most suitable series among organized random data. 
In each generation, a new group of series is created by means of the best parts of the pervious series and the new 
random part to achieve a proper response. Although algorithms are random, they are not simple random ones. 
They efficiency explore past data in the search space to move towards the best response in a new search point 
with better responses. GAs does not undergo simple randomization, but they integrate the previous data with a 
new research selection thought to each the intended achievement. GA considers some points of the research 
space in each repletion. Therefore, its probability to converge into a local maximum decreases. In most common 
research methods (gradient methods), the governing decision rule moves from one point to another. These 
methods can have some hazardous backgrounds, since they may converge into a local maximum. However, GA 
products complete populations of series (i.e., points). Then, it tests each individual point, and by integrating 
their contents, it forms a new population including improved points. Regardless of doing a research, 
simultaneous consideration of some points in GA adopts them with parallel machines, because the evaluation of 
each point is an independent process. Therefore, GA only requires some data on the quality of the methods 
developed by each set of variables. Some optimization methods, however, need data or even complete 
recognition of the problem and variables. GA does not require such clear data about the problem; thus, it is more 
flexible than most research methods. Moreover, GA differs from the typical research methods that use random 
selection to direct their research methods. Although GA uses random and chance to define decision-making 
methods, it does not step randomly in the research space. GA follows probability laws, but not certain ones. 
 
GA development in accounting: 

Following the introduction of GA and its developments, its practical areas may be identified in accounting 
and finance. Hence, this section deals with some business problems that can be properly solved by GA. 
However, we may provide a brief description about the subjects related to area. 
 
Fraud detection in financial statements: 

Fraud in financial statements is considered a great risk for beneficiaries in a firm, including investors and 
loaners. It should be noted that the risk of loss due to fraud is much higher than the loss due to financial 
inabilities, because fraud detection has an almost instant great effect on the firm value.  

It is evident that the techniques used for fraud detection must have low error percentage, be consistent with 
real conditions (where some required data are absent), and finally be clear. Fraud detection in financial 
statements is faced with some problems due to some reasons. First, fraud is a rare phenomenon occurring in 
almost 2% of firms; therefore, the sample size under study is small. Recent research shows that the variables 
leading to fraud are quite dispersed and each type of fraud may have its own special variables. Moreover, cases 
of fraud have ever tried to conceal or alter the evidence. Hughes et al. use logistic regression and neural 
networks in most fraud detection models. The use of such models may not be practical in the cases where the 
task is extensive and the number of sample members is low, because much of the data is ignored.  
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Neural networks: 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is an idea for data processing inspired by biologic nervous system, 
which processes the data like brain. The new structure of data processing system is the key element of the idea. 
The system is composed of many ARIMAs coordinating with one another to solve a problem. ANNs, like 
human beings, learn through examples. The ANN is regulated to conduct definite tasks, such as pattern 
identification and data classification, during a learning process. In biologic systems, learning is associated with 
regulations in synoptic connections between nerves. This method involves ANNs as well. 
 
Research background: 
A) Domestic research background:     

Ahmadvand, in his research entitled “using genetic, neural network in sales prediction” has dealt with 
neural network along with the primary weights produced by GA. The evaluation of the model shows that sales 
prediction through this system is considerably improved compared to that by an ANN.  

In this research, Teimouri has studied the application of neural networks in predicting industrial index 
influenced by economic boundary variables. The assessment of the model indicates that industrial index 
prediction influenced by economic boundary variables has a noticeable improvement. 

Arabmazar and Ghasemi have compared the prediction power of neural networks and the regression model 
of minimum ordinary squares in order to predict the false pricing of the primary public supplies. The research 
intends to design a model to help the investors identify the authenticity of pricing the primary public supplies 
and grasping profitable opportunities. The results suggest that using neural networks slightly decreases the 
correctness of pricing the primary public supplies, and is not that much advantages to regression models. 
 
B) International research background: 

Sadowski, in his research entitled “a comparison of ANN and smooth development models, ARIMA, Box-
Jenkins, and multivariate regression models for the prediction of retailing,” concludes that sales prediction by 
ANN model is more accurate than other models.  

Another research entitled “the role of methods for problem presentation in auditor's decision-making 
process in analytical methods,” was conducted by Bedard and Biggs. The study aimed to understand how the 
methods for problem presentation might direct the auditors toward a better view on probable determination of 
differences and improve their decision-making process in analytical methods. Research finding show that it is 
vital to reach an effective expression about the problem of decision-making, reaching an effective decision-
making process, and error identification in analytical methods. 

Lobeck has studied the usefulness of neural networks for the real investors who have limited access to 
financial data to determine the stock price of primary public supplies. Since much data available for real 
investors statistically has a low explanatory power, must input variables in his research has a low correlation 
with the output variables (i.e., the price of primary public supplies at the end of the first-day transaction in 
market). Lobeck has divided his research variables into three groups. The results indicate that neural networks 
model increases the correctness of pricing the primary public supplies, acting better than multiple regression 
models. 

Robertson et al. designed models that could predict the yield on the first day of primary public supplies. 
Their data set includes the first-day yields of 1075 firms from 1989 through 1994, and they collected data 
relating to 16 independent variables. They have divided the data set into IT and non-IT supplies, and design 
three models (i.e., one regression model and two neural network models) foe each part. In this research, the 
efficiency of neural network models are measured in comparison with that of the regression model through 
mean absolute error of the predicted primary yield. In fact, the initial yield of primary public supplies is the 
dependent variable estimated with the change percentage of the stock price from ultimate supply price to the 
price on the first day of transaction. Concerning independent variables, they have used the variables being 
available for the investors prior to supplying them. According to research findings, neural networks model has a 
better efficiency in both types of supply (i.e., IT and non-IT supplies). 
 
Hypotheses and conceptual model development: 

• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence auditing. 
• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence independence, impartiality, and honesty. 
• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence qualifications, experience, and specialized 

knowledge. 
• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence professional competence. 
• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence basis in judgment. 
• Hybrid GA model and neural network method influence professional skepticism. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Curiosity is a neural tendency in human being, and tending to do research to satisfy the sense has helped 

him clarify many unknown matters. Scientific principles and rules are mainly the product of the researches 
conducted by the scientists who have applied scientific methods and carried out valuable researches. In most 
researches on humanities, the main objective is to deal with a subject through field studies; thus, it may be stated 
that this research falls in the area of applied researches. On the other hand, the present study uses a descriptive 
correlative method. The statistical population includes independent auditors and financial managers of the firms 
admitted to Tehran Stock Exchange. The number of the firms is limited to 337 for different industries and there 
are 1500 internal auditors, independent auditors, and financial managers. The limited community that we have 
selected, representing all characteristics of the society is called sample and the process is known as sampling. 
The present research uses simple random sampling method. Since there are 1500 internal auditors, independent 
auditors, and financial managers, simple random sampling is used. Thus, Cochran's formula is used to measure 
the number of the required samples as follows 

 
where 
N= statistical population size= 1500 internal and independent auditors 
Z= T= variable size in normal distribution being 1.96 
P= percentage if trait distribution in the community being 5% 
q= percentage of the individuals lacking the trait in the community being 5% 
d= difference of the real ratio of the trait considered as 5% 
Thus, the number of the samples is estimated by putting the above numbers into the formula. 

 
A number of 150 internal auditors were selected as the research sample. The research has consulted Persian 

and English sources available at the university libraries in Boroujerd and Tehran, monthlies, specialized 
accounting and auditing journals, websites, and other scientific books on accounting and auditing to compile 
research literature and its theoretical principles. Then, the data needed from financial statements, was extracted 
out of the available references at the Auditing Organization. Generally, data collection in this research is done 
through library and field methods. 
 
Data analysis: 

Genetic algorithm is used to determine the weight coefficients of the connectors in neural networks. In 
general, the trend is divided into three subtrends: as the primary step, the first generation of the favorable 
variables is determined on the domain. By changing the variables into zero and one and putting the values into a 
virtual function, that is the performance index of the above values and directly dependent on the goal, GA 
obtains the processing index from the function value. In each reproduction period, a definite number called 
generation population may become production character (the virtual function in this approach is the normalized 
values of error squares in each neural network over its error sum of squares). 

In the second step, GA moves toward the next generation. Three main operations are conducted in this 
process: selection, fertilization, and mutation. Third, the new generation is produced, the resulting values 
influence the virtual function, and the trend continues up to reaching the favorable threshold as the stop 
criterion. This criterion may be considered as an index for a definite number of generation or hours of the plan.  

In this research, data set is divided into three groups: 
(a) data to instruct the network 
(b) data to statistically analyze the suggested model 
(c) data to confirm the suggested model 
It must be noted that a maximum number of 10 allowed nodes, a maximum instruction rate of 1.5, and a 

maximum momentum rate of 1 are used for all the experiments in the research. Moreover, each neural network 
is instructed up to 300 iteration on condition that the data used to analyze during the instruction shows an 
important in the model procedure. Otherwise, network instruction is stopped after 40 iterations. This trend 
prevents the error occurred due to extra instruction in the network, and other characteristics of the GA 
population will be active (using the concept of evaluating correctness in neural modeling). It should also be 
mentioned that mean square error (MSE), determination coefficient (R2), gradient and y-intercept of the 
regression line of the measured values against the resulted value in each selected method are used to compare 
the methods. 
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In all these cases, data was normalized within [0, 1]. If X is an assumed variable and xi as one of its data, xn 

is then normalized by the following formula: 

 
Characteristics classification is done based on their similarities. In this research, the selected standard to 

determine the structural class is the one used by Anju Sharma as follows: 
- Class A characteristics (independence, impartiality, honesty) 
- Class B characteristics (qualifications, experience) 
- Class C characteristics (professional competence, bias in judgment) 
- Class D characteristics (professional skepticism) 
However, it should be noted that both C and D are considered as class 1, because more data is required to 

separate them from each other. As it was mentioned, the collection 1 was selected from Anju Sharma's paper. 
This collection includes 120 choices where 30 choices are considered for each structural class. These 
characteristics have the least similarity of sequences with one another. 

Collection 2 was chosen from P-select where 30 choices were considered for each class. As noted earlier, 
these characteristics have a similarity of sequence less than 25%. To determine the number of the middle-layer 
neurons, based on what already mentioned, a method was needed to detect the most suitable one among the 
neurons 5 to 10. Therefore, Jack-knife method was used to optimize the network structure. In other words, Jack-
knife method was tested on the characteristics of the instruction collection for each of 5 to 10 neurons. It is 
worth noting that one characteristic is excluded from the collection each time, and the network is introduced 
with the remaining features of the collection. The excluded characteristic is predicted as the test feature. The 
process continues until all characteristics of the collection are each predicted as the test feature. By using this 
method and the precision on all characteristics at each stage, there are eight middle-layer neurons as shown in 
Table 1. An advantage of this optimization process is that the network structure is determined regardless of the 
characteristics of the test collection in this method. In the methods where the network structure is selected based 
on the result of the test collection, the final instructed network is less comprehensive. In other words, the 
structure is optimized for a specific test collection in these networks, and probably it does not provide an 
acceptable result for the features outside the collection. However, the final network structure is theoretically 
more comprehensive in the applied method of the project. 
 
Results: 
 
Table 1: Number of middle-layer neurons 

Accuracy percentage in Jack-knife method Number of middle-layer neurons 
61.67 5 
63.75 6 
60.83 7 
65.41 8 
63.75 4 
52.5 10 

 
Two data sets are used in this research. Their characteristics are shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of the sets 1 and 2 

                            Number of class features 
Set 

Class A Class B Class C Class D 

Set 1 3 2 2 1 
Set 2 3 2 2 1 

 
It is worth nothing that, as mentioned earlier, set 2 was considered as the test collection. In this research, a 

number of four structural chasses were considered in its early stages. However, both structural classes of C and 
D were assumed as one class, due to the frequency of single characteristic, to better differentiate between them. 
By selecting the proper classification methods as obtained in this research, we can separate these two structural 
classes with a proper approximation by extracting data in future. Due to the quantity of the available data, a 
primary structure was considered for the network. After optimizing the network through Jack-knife method, as it 
was mentioned earlier, the final network structure was determined. The structure consisted of 20 neurons for the 
entry layer, eight neurons for the middle layer, and three neurons for the exit layer. Following the preparation of 
network algorithm, considering the problem of overinstruction and the agreements made to control the problem, 
the prediction is made by the final network as stated earlier in the theory and methodology section. Then, after 
instructing the network for some more times, a repeatable result was selected. Afterwards, the network was 
allowed to pass all the steps of the algorithm (i.e., the algorithm that allowed the network to continue the task 
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through 15 steps while maintaining the results). Finally, the number of iteration with which the network showed 
the best result for the overall prediction was selected as shown in diagram 1, and changes in SSE were 
considered. 
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Fig. 1: Changes in SSE 

 
As seen in diagram 1, we conclude that when the number of network instruction iteration goes beyond a 

definite limit, the problem of overinstruction may occur. In other words, although the amount of SSE declines, 
prediction accuracy also decreases. As it is noticed, the amount of SSE is relatively high in this choice due to the 
reasons mentioned in the theory and methodology section. In this research, first there are many instruction 
models. Second, the selected activity function is a sigmoid function hardly tending towards one and zero. 
Finally, the accuracy for each structural class, as seen in Table 3, is as follows: class A, 59.4%; class B, 81.25%; 
class 1, 82.2%, and the overall prediction accuracy, 78.07%.  
 
Table 3: Accuracy for each structural class 

Class Neural network method 
Class A 59.4% 
Class B 81.25% 
Class 1 82.2% 
Overall prediction accuracy 78.07% 

 
Analyzing the GA data, we conclude as follows: 

In this research, auditing team A is considered as a set, and the auditing U is a set comprising 100 auditors 
A⊆U. Therefore, we have a research space with 2,100 choices. Each audit has his own set of H and H and Hteam 
abilities and characteristics: 

                                                                                              (1)  
Equation 1 shows the salary off each auditors that must be less than or equal to the maximum budget C. The 

second limitation relates to the behavior of the necessary abilities and characteristics. The competence set is 
composed of the group H of the auditors involving the set of qualification community.  
Hteam=

 H-1 H-2 H-3 … H-n                                                                     (2)           
In order to satisfy the limitation of the competence, it is necessary to consider the set O comprising a series 

of abilities and characteristics.  
0  Hteam                                                                                                            (3)                   

Therefore, our algorithm must satisfy the limitation in expressions 2 and 3. Correlation is another limitation.   

bʹ= {                                              (4) 

To find the best method to solve the problem of competence, we have two scales; scale b for salary values 
(SA) and the other one C to establish abilities and characteristics of H auditors.  As shown in Table 4, auditors' 
abilities and characteristics range from three to seven. In order to normalize such values, if the auditor has a 
budget limitation (maximum) subset of the overall auditors U, consisting of 1, 2, 3…n auditors. Each element of 
the set represents an auditor; therefore, a part of |A|auditors is shown.  Abilities and characteristics are as 
h1ˏh2ˏh3.....ˏ hi so that H= {h1ˏh2ˏh3.....ˏ hi} is an auditor's salary and wage shown denoted by S. The 
following formula shows us the maximum cost limit.  

                                                                                       (1)                
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The repeated abilities and characteristics are counted just once. This rule is correct just for evaluating the 

abilities and characteristics. This set must be a subset of Hteam; otherwise, the solution is impossible. The 
relationship between its abilities and characteristics is shown the sample GA code. 

cʹ =                                                                       (5) 

Its abilities and characteristics received a value of 1 on the scale of advantages. If it has 14 abilities and 
characteristics, it receives a value of 100, as shown in expression 5. The scale of salary follows the same idea. 
However, the values between 2500 and 7000, where 2500 decreases to 1 and 7500 decreases to 100, are 
presented in expression 4.   

After decreasing the values by the scale, we apply the function to assess the profit. |H|and its salary and 
wage (SA) are subject to profit assessment. It was described in detail by calculating the difference between the 
audit's abilities and characteristics. In other words, the amount of profit is as follows: 
 
Bn =100 + b ʹ - cʹ                                                                                                (6) 
 
bʹ={x : 1≤x≤100}                                                                                                (7) 
 
cʹ={x : 1≤x≤100}                                                                                               (8) 

 
Both b and c are equal or less than 100 as the scale decreases. Therefore, the profit is more than, less than, 

or equals to zero. 

Fitness=                                                                                                         (9) 
The amount of profit was estimated as shown in the expressions 6, 7, and 8. Because the fit is the sum of 

the profits, GA aims to maximize the fit provided by the auditing team. Thus, greater fit means better solutions. 
Genes indicate the auditors and each gene comprises a set of abilities and characteristics. The set of abilities and 
characteristics show that our priorities for a scale (expression 5) decreases. Considering the difference between 
costs C as well as abilities and characteristics b, expression 6 shows how we infer the profitability of a factor. 
While adding 100 to prevent the occurrence of the negative numbers, the task is just carried out by natural 
numbers. The function is shown in expressions 7 and 8. The value of fit involves a set of advantages for each 
selected auditor for the team. The abilities and characteristics are limited. Hence, it is necessary to show the 
limitation since this characteristic may be directly influenced by fit calculation. The characteristics include 
independence, impartiality, honesty, qualifications, experience, specialized knowledge, individual qualification, 
bias in judgment, and professional skepticism. We have conducted a sample test by the settings shown in Table 
6. To develop our task, the abilities and characteristics are limited and distributed among the auditors. Table 4 
shows that how abilities and characteristics are distributed. For instance, a number of 24 have between six to 
seven characteristics. In this scenario, the relationship between the abilities and characteristics is required to 
establish dependence.  
 
Table 4: Distribution of each auditor's abilities and characteristics 

No. Range Frequency Cumulative frequency 
1 1<x<2 7 7 
2 2<x<3 15 22 
3 4<x<5 31 53 
4 6<x<7 24 77 
5 8<x<9 63 150 
6 X=9  150 

 
Each auditor has his own salary and rights. The salary is distributed among the auditors, and includes values 

of 2500 and 7000. Table 5 shows that how the salary is distributed.  
Moreover, by random test, maximum cost is used for simple productive individuals. In R4 test, the 

limitation of the dependency relationship is considered. In this research experiment, the rate of mutation is 
0.05%, 0.06%, 0.75%, 0.85%, 0.9%, and 1%, where we establish the best performance by the mentioned 
scenario. There are two tests: GA evaluation and randomization. In GA evaluation, a number of six tests (i.e., 
T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6) were developed. In T1 test, no necessary competence was selected, and we applied 
GA to evaluate the solutions. In T2 and T3 tests, we have developed the necessary abilities and characteristics. 
In T4, T5, and T6, we have studied the limitations of the dependency using the parameters similar to those in 
T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6, reaching up to 0.85%. Moreover, we studied the integration rates of 60%, 70%, 
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80%, 85%, and 90%, where the best performance reached 85%.   Both performance tests were studied in the 
worst scenario. 
 
Table 5: Salary distribution 

No. Range frequency Cumulative frequency 
1 2500<x<3100 18 18 
2 3100<x<3600 9 27 
3 3600<x<4200 16 43 
4 4200<x<4800 10 53 
5 4800<x<5300 8 61 
6 5300<x<5900 11 72 
7 5900<x<6500 69 91 
8 6500<x<7000 9 150 

 
Table 6: Comparison of the tests 

Test Instructed GA Random 
 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 R1 R2 R3 R4 

 
Maximum cost 5000 5000 
Number of unavoidable 
competence 

0 3 6 0 3 6 0 3 6 6 

Dependency No Yes No Yes 
Population 500 500 
Generation 200 1000 
Mutation rate 0.75 % - 
Integration rate 85% - 
Selection type Competitive - 
Integration type Single spot - 
Elitism 5% - 

 
After the implementation of GA in test T1, the best value to fit our times in 2109, an audit team of 16 

auditors have been obtained. As Equations 6, 7, 8 and 9 show, the fitness of each gene has a value greater than 1 
and less than 200. In Tables 7 and 8, the advantages of the best teams of all the benefits of being part of the best 
team in the auditor reached by the GA. For example, in the case of T1, the amount of the total profits of 16 
auditors, including the best team. The expense of the best teams follows the same idea. However, this value 
represents a total payroll of 16 auditors selected by the GA, the T1 test. According to the test T2, fixing the 
capabilities and features of 2, 4 and 7 is necessary. Benefit resulting from the average was about 132, and less 
than T1. These cuts, as long as we have the capabilities and features of the constraint set, direction and reduce 
the search space and creating genetic diversity .In T3 test, the capabilities and features of the 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 are 
necessary. The conclusions reached are similar to the test T2, the average is 131. 
 
Table 7: The results obtained by genetic algorithm (GA) 

Index  T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

 
Fit 

Minimum 1522 1691 1692 1599 1570 1599 
Mean 1834 1913 1916 1754 1752 1782 
Maximum 2109 2114 2142 1970 1932 1997 

Best group profits Sum 2315 2309 2365 2214 2207 2271 

Best group cost X1000 49.2 48.7 50.0 48.5 49.9 48.8 

Number of members Number 16 16 16 15 15 15 

 
On the other hand, randomized R1, R2, R3 and R4 are shown in Table 6. For each test, 5 million people 

were randomly grouped in 500 populations; the cost is just over 50,000. We test R1, no restrictions are not 
worthy of our larger amount of people possible. R2 test, the limit used in qualification tests T2, as well as in test 
R3, where suitability restrictions similar to trial T3 random test, we apply R1, R2 and R3 dependency 
relationship, and do not consider the comparison, the fitted value and the maximum GA, where T1, T2 and T3, 
31.25%, 13.97% and 15.97% more results of randomized trials of R1, R2 and R3, respectively. Tested on R4, 
random algorithm is able to produce a solution; the constraint is dependent on the R4 test. Table 8 shows the 
results produced by a randomized algorithm.  
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Table 8: Results produced by Genetic Algorithm 

Index  R1 R2 R3 R4 
Total Number (5 million)      
Fit Best 1764 1739 1712 - 
Best choice cost X1000 49.0 49.9 49.9 - 
Best fit  1446 1408 1253 - 
Best choice profit  2094 2071 2046 - 
Possible choices Avg. (%) 100 29.2 4.6 0 

 
          In other words, all the solutions are generated by the integral test R1. When we compare the tests R1, R2 
and R3 with T1, T2 and T3 with the same settings, the results reached by the GA are better than random. 
Compared to T1 and R1, GA scores 19.56% higher than the results of the random test. Although we measure T3 
and R3, the difference is 25.12%. Table 9 compares the random and GA results.  
 
Table 9: Comparison of the results of the randomized GA 

Index  T1 R2 T2 R2 T3 R3 
Fit Minimum 1522 1201 1691 1088 1692 533 
 Mean 1834 1446 1913 1408 1916 1253 
 Maximum 2109 1764 2114 1739 2142 1712 
Best group profits Sum 2315 2094 2309 2071 2365 2046 
Best group cost X1000 49.2 49.0 48.7 49.9 50.0 49.9 
Number of members Number 16 11 16 14 16 12 

 
Conclusion: 

The main hypothesis of applying GA and neural networks influences the auditing the financial statements. 
Here, we establish an improved model of GA and the networks to solve the problem based on competence to 
select the auditors. We consider three limitations for the solution including the lower cost of funds, and it is 
necessary to include capabilities and features, and dependencies between capabilities and features. Tests are the 
result of random solutions, and are the perfect solution for this problem, for the algorithm randomization was 
able to produce some solutions. All the solutions generated by the GA were worse than a trash. While running 
the GA, which implements a function to people with superior features, offering better results demonstrates that 
in Genetic Algorithms the selection is random. Accordingly, we conclude that our replacement program with 
genetic algorithms to solve this problem in an efficient and effective method of selection based on merit. 
Carefully selected auditors can be given that the level of confidence investors has to be. Subsidiary hypotheses, 
using genetic algorithms and neural networks, influence the independence, impartiality and integrity, 
knowledge, experience and professional knowledge, professional competence, genetic algorithms and neural 
networks, professional skepticism with respect to research in this field, conducted by Pearson (earlier mentioned 
that they are classified in the same class), and are listed as one of the greatest features of the audit to choose the 
auditor and the auditor's findings. The genetic algorithm is also found more quickly to choose the better choice 
that requires further research in this area.  

• The auditors, financial managers and brokers in Tehran Stock Exchange are recommended to specially 
look at the financial statements, genetic algorithms, and neural network models are special.  

• It is proposed to reduce business risks and internal audit systems to strengthen their activities as 
covered by the models, genetic algorithms, and neural networks.  

• It is proposed to increase the independence and objectivity of the external auditors their audit to 
provide an important principle to prevent fraud, as well as their judgments based on intelligence and neural 
models. 

• Because the present study used a combination of genetic algorithms and neural networks in the field of 
auditing; therefore, it is recommended to check the next researchers, use of hybrid genetic algorithm and neural 
networks to pay tax. 

• The present study, among ten principles of auditing, only five principles of independence, impartiality, 
integrity - professional competence skills, experience and knowledge - support the judge - professional and 
professional competence has been questioned. Therefore, the next researchers are proposed to review the 
principles of genetic algorithms and neural networks and other investments.  

    In this study, the author was faced with some limitations, which include: 
• Referring to the geographic distribution of offices, accounting firms and time-consuming task was time 

consuming.  
• Problems with access to information by corporate auditors, making it difficult to collect information.  
• Lack of cooperation between public relations firms, in some cases, made the research difficult.  
• Since neural networks and genetic algorithms discussed in the accounting literature is a new argument, 

access to information resources in this area was difficult.  
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